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A homomorphism acting on a context-free language L is either e-limited on 
L, linearly bounded onL, or of unbounded erasing onL. There are context-free 
AFLs not closed under linear erasing; there are context-free AFLs closed 
under linear erasing but not under arbitrary erasing. It is undecidable whether 
a context-free language is erasable, linearly erasable, or uniformly erasable. 
1. In the study of one-way nondeterministic a ceptors [such as the 
AFA of Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) and INBA of Hopcroft and Ullman 
(1967)] it is often useful to make a distinction between rules that cause the 
input tape to be advanced and those that leave the input tape unchanged 
while computing in the finite state control or on one or more working tapes. 
It is the latter type of transitions (called e-rules) that introduces possible 
infinite loops in which a machine never completes a given computation 
because it cannot advance the input tape. A machine without e-rules is 
called e-free; such a machine either blocks or completes a computation, but 
does not loop. There are obvious advantages to dealing only with e-free 
machines. A standard form theorem for context-free grammars, which 
eliminates left recursive loops, was proven in Greibach (1965) in order to 
show that any context-free language can be recognized by a one-state -free 
pushdown store automaton. 
Not all families of machines are equivalent to their e-free subfamilies. The 
family of Turing acceptors is an obvious example. Similarly, the family of 
one-way stack automata is strictly more powerful than its e-free subfamily 
(Greibach, 1969@ Thus it is reasonable to determine for any specific class 
of automata whether a "standard form theorem" holds, i.e., whether the 
corresponding e-free family is less powerful. In particular, a given pushdown 
store automaton may not, of course, be e-free and may use arbitrarily many 
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e-rules in a given computation. If a family of languages i defined by a restric- 
tion on pushdown store machines, then it may or may not be defined by 
the corresponding family of e-free restricted machines. In Greibach (1972a) 
many examples are given of machines less powerful than a pushdown store 
machine (such as a one counter machine) where the full family is equal to the 
restricted family. In this paper we show that this is not always the case; 
there are families of restricted pushdown store machines where one must 
go to a more powerful type of machine or else sacrifice the e-free property. 
In this paper, we attack this problem from the language rather than the 
machine viewpoint, and ask whether a given context-free AFL is or is not 
closed under erasing. To make this clearer, we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A semi-AFL is a family of languages containing at least 
one nonempty language and closed under intersection with regular sets, 
union, inverse homomorphism, and nonerasing homomorphism. 1 A full semi- 
AFL  is an AFL closed under homomorphism. An AFL is a semi-AFL 
closed under concatenation and Kleene +;  a full AFL is an AFL closed 
under homomorphism. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For a family of languages, ~9 °, ~/d(~) (resp. J¢7(~9°), 
J(~9°), ~(~) )  is the least semi-AFL (resp. full semi-AFL, AFL, full AFL) 
containing ~.  I f  J = (L}, then we write ~(L )  (resp. J¢(L), if(L), ~(L)) ;  
then L is an m-generator ( esp. full m-generator, generator, full generator) of 
the principal semi-AFL (resp. full principal semi-AFL, principal AFL, full 
principal AFL) /Z(L )  (resp. J](L),  i f(L), o~(L)). 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let f be a function from N into N. 2 A homomorphism 
h is f-bounded on a language L if there is a h such that if w eL, then 
] w ] ~ h max(f(I h(w)l), 1). 3 A family of languages 5¢ is closed under f-bounded 
erasing if whenever L ~ oL,¢ and h is a homomorphism f-bounded on L, then 
h(L) is in c¢. 
I f  f(n) ~ n, that is, f is the identity on AT, we use the terms "linearly 
bounded" and "closed under linear erasing." If for all f, h is not f-bounded 
onL,  we say that it is "unbounded onL."  
DEFINITION 1.4. For a family of languages c~, let/dlin(~,°~)(~-lin(.Y)) be
1 For a set A, A* is the monoid with identity e generated by A; _//+ = AA*. A 
homomorphism h is nonerasing if h(w) ~ e for w v a e. 
2 N is the set of nonnegative integers. 
3 If go is a string, I w i is the length of w. 
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the least semi-AFL (least AFL) containing 5 p and closed under linear 
erasing. If  ;9 ° = {L}, we write ./~lin(L) and o~nin(L). 
DEFINITION 1.5. If dg(L U {e}) = dd(L)(o~(/, u {e}) = ~(L)), then L is 
m-erasable (erasable). I f  dd(L u {e}) = Jdlin(L)(o~(L U {e}) = ~lin(L)), then 
L is linearly m-erasable (linearly erasable). 
The standard form theorem for context-flee languages can be shown to 
imply that the Dyck set on two letters is an m-erasable m-generator f the 
context-flee languages (Chomsky, 1962, Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970; 
Greibach, 1965). Many familiar context-free languages, such as the mirror 
image language, are m-erasable (Greibach, 1972a). Any regular set containing 
e is an m-generator f the regular sets (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969) and 
hence every regular language is m-erasable. Thus one might ask whether all 
context-flee languages are erasable. The answer is no. In this paper we give 
examples of context-free languages that are not even linearly erasable and we 
show that the four concepts introduced in Definition 1.5--m-erasable, 
erasable, linearly m-erasable and linearly erasable--are indeed distinct. 
For technical reasons, AFLs are linked not with e-free machines but with 
quasirealtime machines; an acceptor M is quasi-realtime if there is a fixed k 
such that M can use at most k e-rules in a row. A language L is called pda- 
characteristic if there is a family of acceptors, 9 ,  obtained by placing restric- 
tions on pushdown store machines, such that •(L u {e}) = ~*(~), the lan- 
guages accepted by quasirealtime members of 9 ;  there are context-free 
languages that are not pda-characteristic (Greibach, 1971). In Section 5 we 
give an example of a pda-characteristic language that is not linearly erasable. 
Thus there is a family ~ of restricted pushdown store machines, such that 
~t (~)  is properly contained in the family of all languages accepted by 9 .  
In Section 2 we see that Parikh's semilinear theorem (Parikh, 1966) implies 
that if h is a homomorphism acting on a context-flee language L, either 
h(L) E dd(L u {e}), or h is linearly bounded on L, or else h is not f-bounded 
on L for any function f. Thus if we apply f-bounded erasing to a context- 
free AFL for various functions f, in the spirit of Book and Wegbreit (1971) 
or Ginsburg and Hopcroft (1971) we never obtain an infinite hierarchy. For 
a context-flee language L, there are only four families we can obtain by 
closing o~(L) under different kinds of erasing: o~(L) itself, o~(L k9 {e}), which 
is different from ~(L)  only in the case e 6 L, o~lin(L) and o~(L). 
In Section 3, we give some useful lemmas on special kinds of languages 
and show that certain languages are erasable. These technical results are 
needed in later sections. 
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In Section 4 we show that languages of a particular form are not linearly 
erasable or erasable or m-erasable. This gives us specific examples of context- 
free languages that are not erasable and of erasable context-free languages 
that are not m-erasable. 
In Section 5 we show that here are context-free languages L fitting all 
four possibilities: (1) ~'(LkA {e}) = ~lin(L) = ~(L )  (i.e., L is erasable), 
(2) ~-(L t3 {e}) @ ~lin(L) ---- J ( L )  (i.e., L is not linearly erasable and closure 
under linear erasing yields closure under all erasing), (3) ~-(L k; {e})= 
~lin(L) @ ~(L )  (i.e., L is linearly erasable but not erasable), and (4) 
~-(L t3 {e}) v~ .>-lin(L) ~ £(L )  (i.e., L is not linearly erasable and closure 
under linear erasing does not yield closure under all erasing). 
Finally, in Section 6 we show that most of the questions one might ask 
about erasability (such as, "Is L erasable ?") are undecidable for context-free 
languages; our proofs depend on a more general theorem (Theorem 6.1) on 
decision problems in certain kinds of semi-AFLs. 
2. In this section we give the definitions and some of the results on 
slip AFLs (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1971) and bounded erasing that we shall 
need. First, we define Parikh mappings and slip languages. 
We let N n denote all n-dimensional vectors over N. For subsets C and P 
of N n we let Q(C; P) denote the least subset of N ~ containing C and closed 
under addition by members of P. I f  C = {c}, we write Q(c; P) for Q((c}; P). 
Members of C are called constants and members of P, periods. I f  c ~ N n 
and P is a finite subset of N n, we call Q(c; P) a linear set; a finite union of 
linear sets is called a semilinear set. 
I f  we have a finite vocabulary Z 1 , we assume that we have some convenient 
ordering, a 1 ,..., a m of the elements of 27~. We define a homomorphism v 
from the monoid 271" under concatenation to the monoid N n under vector 
addition, by v(ai)  = ( t i l  , . . . ,  t in ) where ti j  = 0 for i @j  and ti i  = 1. We 
call such a homomorphism a Parihh mapping of 271". 
DEVlNITION 2.1. A language L C ZI* is a language with the semilinear 
property (abbreviated slip language) if v(L) is semilinear for a Parikh mapping, 
v, of 271". A slip family of languages i  a family of languages containing only 
slip languages. 
It is immediate that  homomorphism acting on a slip language either 
erases only (parts of) constants, or erases part of a period or erases all of a 
period. Thus there are only three cases. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let L C_XI* be a slip language and h 
defined on X 1 . Either 
or  4 
01 t
(1) h is e-limited on L, 
a homomorphism 
(2) h is linearly bounded on L, 
(3) h is unbounded on L. 
Pro@ Let 271 = {al,..., an!i Since L is a slip language, there is a Parikh 
mapping v such that v(L) = 0~=1 Q(ci ; Pi), where each c~ ~ N ~ and P~ is a 
finite subset of N ~. Let T = {a a Z 1 ] h(a) = e}. For x = (x 1 .... , x~) a N n, 
let Ix(x)= x 1 + " "+ x~, the sum of the coordinates of x. Let N c = 
~i=1 Ix(ci) and N~ = 2 i=12~P~ IX(P)- 
We say that the i-th coordinate of a vector in N '~ corresponds to a~. I f  all 
coordinates of all periods corresponding to members of T are zero (i.e., for 
1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~< j ~< t, and all p e P j ,  if ai 6 T, then the i-th coordinate of p 
is zero), then h is e-limited on L since h can then erase at most N ,  symbols 
from any word of L. On the other hand, if there is some nonzero period 
p e P i ,  all of whose nonzero coordinates correspond to symbols in T, h is 
unbounded on L, since there is a k such that for each m >/0  there is a word 
w~ in L with v(w,~)=c~+mp, I w~l >/ mlx(P) >/ m, and ]h(w, , ) ]= 
] h(w0) ] = k, so I w~ [ must eventually exceed f(] h(w~,)l ) =f(k )  for any 
total function f. The third possibility is that every nonzero period 
has at least one nonzero coordinate corresponding to a symbol in Z 1 - -  T. 
In this case, if v(w)=c iq- r lp l+ ' . .q - rkpT~,  Pl,...,PT~ePi, ri>/1, 
1 ~<i~<k,  and m=r  l@' ' '+r~>l ,  then ]w[ <~N~+mN~ and 
]h(w)[ ~m,  so ]w] <~(N~+N~)m<~(N~+N~)]h(w)I.  I f  v(w)=c i ,  
then ]w[ ~<N~. Hence [w[ ~<(N~+N~)max( lh (w) [ ,1 )  for all weL  
so h is linearly bounded on L. 
We shall need to use various facts about a-transducers, emi-AFLs and 
substitutions. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L C El* and for each a in Z~, let L ,  C Z~*, where 
Z 1 and Z', are vocabularies. Let r(a) = La for each a in Z1, and r(e) = {e}. 
Let r(xy)= r(x)r(y) for x,y c Zl* and r (L)= [.)w~L r(W). Then r is a 
substitution. I f each r(a) is in some family A~', then r is an ~-substitution. 
4 A homomorphism h is e-limited on L if there is a k ~> 1 such that if xyz eL and 
]y [ >~ k, then h(y) :/= e. 
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If  no ,(a) contains e, then ~ is an e-free substitution. I f  for each a E Z1, 
-r(a) C_ a(Za -- Z1)*, then T is a marhed substitution. 
DEFINITION 2.3. I f  ~ and d¢~ are families of languages, 
Lc4~l a ~ = {~-(L) IL ~ ~el, ~ an e-free ~-substitution}, 
& ~¢2 = {~-(L) I L ~ ~¢1, ~- an ~-substitution}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let .~ be the family of all regular languages, and let 
~0 be the family of all regular languages not containing e. 
We shall frequently use the fact that for any family of languages ~.. Y(~9 °) = 
~0 ~ ~(Y) ,  ~(~ u {{e}}) = ~0 ~ ~(Xe  u {{e}}) = ~ a ~(S  °) = 
4 J/f(~9°), and ~(&~) = ~o 4 / f ( J )  = ~ ¢ dL(~9 °) = ~ 4 od(.Y) (Gins- 
burg and Greibach, 1969; Ginsburg and Spanier, 1970; Goldstine, 1972; 
Lewis, 1971). 
This implies that an m-erasable language is erasable. In Section 4, we 
give an example of an erasable language that is not m-erasable. Another 
useful fact is that i fL  _CC Zl* and c q~ Z1, then ~((cL)*) = -~((Lc)*) = o~(L) 
(Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970). 
The same sort of arguments that show that, for example, ~(~9 °) = 
G o ~ Jf(.Y), can be used to show the following. 
PROPOSITION. f~ lin(~¢) = ~0 6" ~//lin(~) = ~ o- ./~lin(~) 
= ~ e /1 l ib ( J ) .  
Thus linearly m-erasable languages are linearly erasable; we shall see in 
Section 4 that the converse is not true. 
We shall frequently use various kinds of a-transducer mappings. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M = (K, Z1, /1, H, q0, F), 
where K is a finite set of states, Z 1 and A are finite vocabularies, q0 e K, 
F _C K, and H is a finite subset of K × 271" × A* × K. I f  
HCKx  (Z 1U{e}) X (AU{e}) X K, 
then M is I-bounded; if H C K × 271" × A+ × K, then M is e-output free. 
I f  (q, u, v, q') e H, then we write (q, uw, y) ~-- (q', w, yv) for all w e ZI* , 
y ~ A *, and let ~- be the transitive reflexive closure of ~--. 
DEFINITION 2.6. To an a-transducer M = (K, Z l ,  A, H, qo, F), asso- 
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ciate a mapping AM such that AM(p, w, q) • (y ] (p, w, e) ~- (q, e, y)} for 
p, q ~ K, AM(p, r, q) -- U~L AM(p, w, q), A~(p, w, K') = U~'  AM(p, ~, q) 
for K '  _C K, and AM(p, L, K')  = Uq~K' AM(p, L, q). Let M(w) = AM(qo, w, F) 
and M(L) ~ Au(qo ,L, F). Call M e-output limited if there is a k such that 
for all w c 271" and p ~ K, if ] w [ /> k then e ¢ AM(p, w, K). Call M linearly 
bounded on a language L if there is a h such that for all w ~L and y E M(w), 
[w] ~< kmax(l ,  lYl). 
An e-output limited a-transducer is linearly bounded on any language; 
however, an a-transducer can be linearly bounded on a language without 
being e-output limited. Part of the usefulness of a-transducers lies in the 
fact that full semi-AFLs are closed under a-transducer mappings, semi- 
AFLs containing {e} are closed under e-output limited a-transducer map- 
pings, and semi-AFLs are closed under e-output limited a-transducer map- 
pings that do not output e for nonempty words (Ginsburg and Greibach, 
1970). There is no loss in generality in assuming that an a-transducer is
1-bounded; for every a-transducer M there is a 1-bounded a-transducer M' 
giving exactly the same outputs for the same inputs, e-output limited if M 
is e-output limited and linearly bounded on a language L if M is so bounded 
(Elgot and Mezei, 1965; Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970). On the other hand, 
an e-output limited a-transducer M can always be transformed into an 
e-output free a-transducer M" such that M(e)~ M"(e) and M"(w) 
M(w) -- {e} for w @ e (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970); however M" may 
not be l-limited. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 
3(~(~ cp) = {h(L) [L ~ ~,  h a nonerasing homomorphism}, 
~¢~(~o) ~ {h(L) [L ~ ~,  h a homomorphism}, 
and 
For a function f from N into N, let 
~(~)  --~ {h(L) [ L ~ ~a, h a homomorphism f-bounded on L}. 
Let 
#fI in(~) ----- {h(L) [L ~ ~,  h a homomorphism linearly bounded on L}. 
It is well known that df(~,e)~ ~(~//f(~f)) and ~(S~)= Jt~(~(~°)) 
(Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969; Goldstine, 1972; Lewis, 1971). The strong 
relation between a-transducers and semi-AFLs is shown by the fact that 
for any nonempty language L J~(L)~ {M(L) IM an a-transducer}, and 
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~(L )  = {M(L) [M an e-output free a-transducer} (Ginsburg and Greibach, 
1970). The usual methods, found, e.g., in Book and Wegbreit (1971), Book, 
Greibach and Wegbreit (1970); and Ginsburg and Hopcroft (1972) show 
that in the linearly bounded case we have: 
PROPOSITION. .~ l in (~.~)  = ~lin( Jd ' (~))  and o~lin(~) = ~lm(~(o~a)). 
PROPOSITION. I f  L is a nonempty language, then 
Jfl in(L) = {M(L) [M an a-transducer linearly bounded on L}. 
By Parikh's semilinear theorem, context-free languages are slip languages 
(Parikh, 1966). Hence by Theorem 2.1, i f f  is a monotonic function such that 
f (n)  >~ n, and ~ is a context-free AFL  containing {e}, 5/d1(~a ) = ~i in(~ °) = 
~lin(~a). Further, Y (L  u {e}) is always closed under e-limited a-transducer 
mappings and hence under e-limited homomorphisms (Ginsburg and Grei- 
bach, 1969). I f L  is context-free, then there are only three families obtainable 
from ~(L  u {e}) by closing it under various kinds of erasing: Y (L  u {e}) _C 
o~lin(L) C ~(L) .  We shall see in Section 5 that there are context-free lan- 
guages for which exactly one, all, or none of these containments are proper. 
The next two definitions introduce some useful notation. 
DEFINITION 2.8. I f  S~ 1and ~ are families of languages, let 
V 2¢~ = {L 1 u L 2 I L~ ~ ~,  i ~ {1, 2}}. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A language L is star closed if ~(L )  = ~(L) .  
All regular languages are star closed, since they are all full m-generators 
of ~ .  We frequently use the fact that no nonregular linear context-free 
language can be star closed (Greibach, 1966; Greibach, 1972b). ~ 
Many of our proofs will be concerned with replacing a-transducers by 
e-output limited a-transducers. One concept we shall need is that of the 
"erasing cycle." We say that M has an erasing cycle if AM(q, w, q) contains e 
for some state q and some nonempty input w. Clearly an a-transducer is
e-output limited if and only if it has no erasing cycles. In places, we shall 
5 G -- (V, Z'I, P, S) is a linear context-free grammar if V is a finite vocabulary, 
S~V- -  X 1,X 1C V, and P is  a finite set of rules of the formZ-->y, ZE V- -  Z1, 
yeXl* (Vu{e})Zl* .  If Z- ->y~P,u ,v~V* ,  write uZv ~ uyv. Then *~ is the 
reflexive transitive closure of ~, and L(G) = {w ~ 271" ] S *~ w} is a linear context-free 
language. 
64312I/5-4 
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wish to specify that an a-transducer is e-output limited or linearly bounded or 
e-output free on some subset of the input. For example, if we say that an 
a-transducer M has no erasing cycles on the a's, we mean that e 6 Am(q, a +, q)
for any state q. I f  we say that M erases t a's in a row, we mean that 
e E AM(p, a t, q) for some states p and q. I f  we say that M is e-output free on 
a l l *  - -  {aWa}, for a 6 271 (see Lemma 3.2 for an example of this usage), we 
mean that if C i~(p i ,u i ,y i ) ,  1 ~ i~n,  C i~- -C i+l ,  1 ~ i~n- -  1, 
gl e aXl* - -  {awa}, Yl  = Un = e ,  then Yi @Yi+l  for 1 ~< i ~< n - -  1; that is, 
in every step of every computation through any word in aZl* - -  {awa} at 
least one new letter is added to the output string. The interested reader can 
find a very precise formalism for manipulating a-transducer computations 
in (Goldstine, 1972), and can translate all our informal descriptions into that 
notation. However, the informal terms used in this paper appear much 
easier to use and to understand. 
3. In this section we establish two technical lemmas on a-transducers 
operating on languages of certain forms. As a corollary we show that certain 
languages are erasable. These lemmas will be needed later to prove that 
other languages are not erasable. 
First we show that an a-transducer operating on a language of the form 
Un>A a~Lbn need do only a limited amount of erasing on the a's and b's. 
This yields as an immediate corollary that the language d = {ancb n ] n ~ 1} 
is m-erasable. 
In the next lemmas we need a specialized piece of terminology. I f T and 
I 1 are vocabularies I 1 n T = ~ and an a-transducer M acts on (TI I*)* ,  
then we say that a path in M with input x and output y erases completely a
word in (a! l*)~ for a e T if the path can be diagrammed: 
with x = xlx2xa, y =Y lY2 ,  f a final state, x 2 in (a l l * )  n, and either q =f  
and x 3 = Y2 = e or else x a e T (T  u Z1)*. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L1, L2, La _C 21" , a, b, c 6 271, ai eL i ,  1 ~ i ~ 3, and 
let 
L = U ( ai l )nci2(bL3)n 
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Let M be an a-transducer operating on L. There is an integer N and a-transducers 
M i , M~, M a and M~ such that 
(1) M(L) =MI(L  U {e}) U M~(L((bL~)X) * tj /VIa(((aLff'-)*L ) u 
~(  ( ( aL1) ~) * L( ( b r~)~) *) ; 
(2) For 1 <~ i ~ 4, 3~, does not erase completely any member of aZi*, 
bXi* or C2i*; 
(3) I f  M is e-output free on aZl* -- {al} or cZi* -- {~2} or bZi* -- {~a}, 
so are the Me ; and 
(4) I f  M is linearly bounded on L, then M i is linearly bounded on L, 
M--~ on L((bL~)X) *, M-; on ((aLI)N)*L and M~ on ((aL1)X)* L((bL3)X) *. 
Proof. Let M = (K, 21 u {a, b}, A, H, q0, F). If M is not /-bounded, 
we can make it 1-bounded without introducing erasing cycles; if M was 
e-output free on aZi*- -{wl},  for example, it now is e-output limited on 
a2Ji* --  {wi}. Further, by introducing duplicate states where needed, we can 
assume M has only one final state f in F, and that M has disjoint sets of 
states for processing the words in aZi* , bZi* , and CZ'l*. 
For p, q ~ K i ,  let 
and 
R(p, q, a) = {c n I e ~ AM(p, (aLi) '~, q)}, 
R(p, q, b) ---- {c n I e ~ AM(p, (bLa) n, q)}. 
It is not difficult to see that these sets are regular. For example, if H '  ---- 
{(s, a, c, t) I e ~ aM(s , aL i , t)} and M~q = (/(7, {a}, {c}, H ' ,p ,  q), then 
R(p, q, a) = M~q(a*) is regular (Elgot and Mezei, 1965). 
Hence there is an N > 0 such that each R(p, q, a) and each R(p, q, b) is 
the finite union of a subset of {cn l0 <~ n < N} with sets of the form 
CS(cN) *, 0 ~< S ~< N --  1 (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966). 
Since N is a fixed finite integer, we can construct, by counting the number 
of symbols in the finite state control, an a-transducer which imitates only 
paths of M which do not erase completely any word in (aZi*) y or (bXl*) N. 
We construct four a-transducers M i , M2 , M 3 , M 4 such that M i imitates 
all and only such paths of M, M 2 imitates all and only paths of M which 
erase completely a word in (a2Jl*)N but none in (aZi*) 2N or (bZ'i*) 2N, M s 
imitates all and only paths of M which erase at least one word in (bZi*)N 
but no word in (aZl*) 2s or (b271*)2x , and M 4 imitates all and only paths of M 
which erase at least one word in (aZi*) N and at least one in (bZi*) n but none 
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in (a27~*)aN or (b27~ *)~u. Let L '  = M~(L) ~d M~(L((bLJ  ¢ )*) U M3(((cI/~I)N ) *L) ~.) 
M4(((aL1)N) * L((bL~)N)*). We claim that L' ~- M(L).  
Obviously Mz(L) C M(L).  We shall show that Me(L((bLa)S)* ) C M(L); the 
arguments for the other cases are similar. Suppose that x is in M~(wy) for 
w in L and y in (bL~) ~.  By the definition of Mz ,  M2 imitates a path of M 
which looks like: 
with x -- xlx2, w = wlw2wa, w 2 in (a271")~ , w 3 in {a, c}({a, b, c} w 271)* , 
and N~s<2N.  Since w is in L, wa is in (aLl) ~,wl~(aLa) r and 
w 8 ~ (aLl) ~ cL2(bL~) r+s+~ for some r and n. 
Now c ~ is in R(p, q, a). This means that s = t q- N where 0 ~ t ~ N - -  1 
and C.(cN) * C R(p, q, a); that is, e~AM(p, (aLl) ~+uv, q) for all l ~> 0. In 
particular, e CAM(p, (aLa) ~+~N, q), so there is a N~ c (aLa) *+~v such that 
e ~ AM(p, ~ , ,  e). Thus M has a path for w~N2way as follows: 
Thus wtN2w~y is in (aL1)r+'+kY+~cL2(bLff+*+~+kNCL and x is in 
M(wlN2w3y) C_ M(L)  as claimed. 
Suppose w is in L and x is in M(w). I f  M gives output x for input w using 
a path which does not completely erase any member of (aZl*) x or (bX~*) N, 
then x is in Ml(w ) C MI(L ) C_ L'. Otherwise, M has a path giving output x 
with input w which completely erases a word in (aXl*) N or (bZI*)N or both. 
The arguments are similar, so suppose the path does not completely erase 
any word in (bz~l*)Y but does completely erase some word in (a271")~. I f  the 
path does not completely erase any word in (aZ'l*) 2v, x is in M~(w)C 
M~(L) C L'. Otherwise, divide the path into subpaths as follows: 
where x = xlx ~ "" xty, w = wlz 1 ". wtztu , w i ~ (aLl) ~, and z~ E (aLl) ~, for 
appropriate n i and mi with m i )N  for 1 ~ i~  t, and u is in 
(aL1)rcLa(bL~)nl +~l+'''+n'+m'+r. Further the subpaths from pg to q~+l, 
0 ~ i ~ t, isolate precisely the maximal subpaths in which M completely 
erases a word in (a2:l*)~(a~l*)* , and the remaining path fragments do not 
completely erase any word in (aZl*) N. 
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Thus for 1 ~< i ~ t, c ~ is in R(pi_: ,  qi, a) so mi = si + kiN for some 
ki >~ 1 and 0 <~ si ~< N- -  1. By definition of N, c ~ is in R(p i - t ,  qi, a) 
so that there is a zi' in (aL:) ~ such that e c Au(p~_:, z( ,  q~). Let w '= 
WlZ 1 . . . .  WtZttU. Let n = n i + "" JF nt, m = m i @ -" + mr, s ~ s t + "- + s t 
and k = k i + ' "  - / k~.  It  is clear that w' is in (aL1)~+s+* cL2(bL~) ~+'~+~ = 
(aL:)~+,+ ~ cLa(bL~)~+*+ ~ (bL~) ~x C L(bL~) ~N C_ L((bL~)W) *. Further the path 
gives output x = x 1 " ' "  xty for input w' and does not completely erase any 
' C member of (aZl*) N or (bE1*) N. Hence x is in M2(w) _ M2(L((bLs)N) *) C_L'. 
Thus M(L) = L'. 
The machines M i do not quite satisfy (2) since they may completely erase 
members of (a271")~ or (b271")7' for 1 ~ k ~< 2N - -  1. However, a construction 
along the following lines will suffice to satisfy (2) and (3). Let ~i cL i ,  
1 ~< i ~< 3. First Mi  can be changed so that the only member of (aZl*) 
completely erased is aa 1 , c~ 2 is the only member of cZl* completely erased, 
and b% the only member of bZ'l* completely erased; this will not affect 
condition (1). Let n o = max{I aw: ], I ew2 ], I bwa I}. Just as e-output free 
a-transducers can be constructed from e-output limited ones, so can M~ be 
constructed from Mi to satisfy (2) and (3) by reading input in blocks of k 
for 2non ~ k < 4noN. We can have Mi(w) ~- e for w ~ L and I w [ < 2Nno. 
To handle this we define Mi so that e is in Ml(e ) if and only if e is in M(L). 
Thus in condition (1) we have "M:(L ~3 {e})" instead of "2~rl(L)". Hence the 
Mi can be constructed to satisfy conditions (1)-(3). Since we imitated paths 
in M to form the Mi ,  condition (4) holds. 
COROLLARY 1. LetL  o C Zi +, a, b ~ Z: ,  W 1 eL  i , and letL = Un) i  a~Lo b~. 
I f  J/f is an a-transducer acting on L, there is an a-transducer M_ such that: 
(1) M(L) = M(L  w {e}); 
(2) M is e-output free on the a's and b's; 
(3) I f  M is e-output free on X~* -- {wl} , so is M; and 
(4) I f  21~ is linearly bounded on L, so is M. 
Pro@ In Lemma 3.1 we le tL  I=L  3={e} and le tL  0 play the role of 
cL 2 . Then there are a-transducers M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and Mr~ and an integer N 
such that 
M(L) = M:(L k) {e)) u M2(L(bN) *) u M3((aN)*L) u M4((aN)*L(bN)*), 
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and each Mi is e-output free on the a's and b's, and if M is e-output free on 
271. - -  {wl} , so is each M i . 
Clearly there are 1-bounded e-output free a-transducers S z , S~, and S 4 , 
such that S~(L) = L(bN) *, S~(L) = (aX)*L, and S4(L) = (aN)* L(bU) *. Hence 
WI(L) = MI(L k* {e}) w i~z(S2(L u {e})) t i  Ma(S3(L t) {e})) t) M4(Sa(L t* {e})). 
We can compose the a-transducer mappings Si followed by Mi and then 
join them together to form an a-transducer M such that 
M(L V {e}) 
= M~(L u {e)) u M~(&(L u {e))) u ~(&(L  u {e))) u ~,(S~(L u {e))) 
: M(L). 
Since each S i is e-output free and Mi is e-output free on the a's and b's, 
we can compose the mappings in such a way that M is e-output free on the 
a's and b's and (3) and (4) are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. The language A = {a~cb ~[ n >~ 1} is m-erasable. 
The next lemma concerns marked substitution by m-erasable languages 
and says that an a-transducer acting on a language obtained in such a way 
can be assumed to be e-output free on the languages ubstituted. However, 
we shall see later that this does not imply that marked substitution preserves 
the property of being m-erasable. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L C T*, Z 1 (3 T ~- 2~ and let 7 be a marked substitution 
on T* such that for a in T, aw a ~ z(a) C_ aZl* for some word w a ~ ZI*. Let M 
be an a-transducer acting on .c(L). I f  each "r(a) is m-erasable, then there is an 
a-transducer M such that M(r(L)) ~ 2~r(~-(L)), _~r is linearly bounded on ~-(L) 
i f  M is, and M is e-output free on aXl* -- {awa} for each a in T. 
Proof. Let M = (K1, Z' 1 k.) T, A, H, q0, F1)" We can assume that M is 
/-bounded. For states p and q, AM(p, "r(a), q) ~ ~](z(a)) = M{('r(a) U {e}), 
and so there is an e-output free a-transducer 
M~,q,a -~ (K~,q,a , Z1 W {a}, A, H~.q.~ , s(p, q, a), F~,q.~) 
with M~,q,~(z(a)) ~- AM(p, r(a), q) -- {e}. We can assume that M~,q.a(w) ~ ;g 
for w not in a~'l* , that all state sets K~.q,~ are disjoint from each other and 
from K 1 , and that F~,q,~ = {t(p, q, a)} for some state t(p, q, a) from which 
there are no transitions. 
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Let q0 be a new state and 
Let 
and 
Let 
17 = H C3 (Klx{e } x A* xK1) 
w {(qo, e, e, qo), (qo, e, e, s(qo, q, a)) 1 q ~ K1, a ~ T} 
v3 {(t(p, q, a), e, e, s(q, q', b)) i P, q, q' ~ K1, a, b ~ T} 
v {(s(p, q, a), aWa, e, t(p, q, a)) ]p, q ~ K1, e ~ AM(p, r(a), q)} 
U H,,o,o. 
K 2 = K1 ko {qo} v)(f,~rKz Kr'q'a) 
F 2 =F  1U{t (p ,q ,a ) ]p~Kl ,qEF l ,aeT} .  
M = (K~, & w T, ~, H, ~o, F~). 
It is clear by inspection of H that M erases only strings aw a and elsewhere 
gives e output only for e input, which introduces no new erasures. So M 
is certainly e-output limited on aZl* -- aw~ since each M~.q,a is e-output 
free. Also M erases aw~ only when M could erase some member of r(a) (i.e., 
e ~ AM(p, ;(a), q) for some p, q). Hence, if M is linearly bounded on ;(L), so 
is M. It remains to show that M(r(L)) = M(y(L)). 
The rules of H with empty (e) input are included in 17, so M({e}) __C _M({e}). 
Also the a-transducers M~.q,~ do not give output for empty input so M can 
compute on empty input only when it directly imitates M. Hence 
M({e}) C M({e}), so M({e}) M({e}). 
Let y be in M(r(L) -- {e}). Then there are a I .... , an in T, aixi in r(ai), 
such that w = al --' a,, is in L, x = alxl ""a~xn is in r(w) and y is in M(x). 
By the definition of the output of an a-transducer, there are states Pl ,..., Pn 
in K 1 with p~ in Fj , and strings Yl ..... y~ in A* such that y = Yl "'" Yn, 
Yl ~ AM(qo, alxl,  Pl), and y~ ~ hM(p~_l, aix~, PO for 2 ~< i ~< n. Then Yl is 
in Z(q0, r(al) , Pl) and y~ is in Av(Pi_l ,  r(a~), p~) for 2 ~< i ~< n. 
I fy  1 =/= e, then Yl is in M%,~1,al(al£l) for some al21 in r(al). I f y  1 = e, let 
a12 ~ = alw % , so H has the quadruple (S(qo, P l ,  al), al£~, e, t(q0, !91, a~)). 
Similarly, for the other Yi, there is an ai2 i in r(ai) such that either Yi is in 
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M~¢_,~,.aflai2i), or else Yi = e and (s(pi_l , Pi , ai), ai2i , e, t(pi_l , Pi , ai)) is in 
H. Hence M has the computations: (S(qo, P l ,  al), a lx l ,  e) ~- (t(qo, P l ,  al), e, Yl) 
and (s(pi_l , Pi , ai), aixi , e) ~- (t(pi_l , Pi , ai), e, Yi), for 2 ~ i ~ n. 
Hence Y=Yl  ""Yn is in M(aj21 ""a.g~)and al~ 1 ""anOn) is in 
T(al --" an) __C z(L). So M(~'(L)) C _~r(r(L)). 
Now let y be in _~(r(L) - -  {e}). Then there is a word w = a l . - .  an in L, 
each a i in T, and there are aix i in ~r(ai) such that y is in ~¢(x) where x = 
alx 1 "'" anx n . Examining/~, we see that a computation of _~ on nonempty 
input can be divided into a series of subcomputations from a state s(p, q, a) 
to a state t(p, q, a). Such a subcomputation imitates a computation of 
M~,q, a and, by our assumption on M~.q.a, can only occur successfully for 
input words in a l l * .  Thus, in computing on x, _~ must enter some state 
of the form s(p, q, a) before reading aix i and must enter the corresponding 
state t(p, q, a) before ai+ 1 is read. Further, we must have a = ai,  or else 
M~.e.~ would give no output for aixi • 
Hence M has subcomputations: (S(qo, Pl , al), alxl , e) ~- (t(qo, Pl , al), e, y±) 
and (s(pi_l , P i ,  ai), aixi , e) ~- (t(pi_ l ,  piai), e, y~) for 2 < i < n. 
I fy  I @ e, then Yl is in M%.~..t(z(al) ) _C h/(qo , ~-(al) ' Pl), so for some al£~ 
in ~-(ax) , Yl is in AM(qo , alga, Pl)- I f  Yl = e, we must have aix 1 ~ alw.~ ,
since M%,~h,a ~ is e-output free. This means, by definition of H, that e is 
in h/(qo , r(al) , Pl), so Yi is in hM(qo , a lg l ,  Pl) for some al21 in ~-(al). 
Similarly, for 2 ~ i ~ n, there is a word aigi in "c(ai) such that Yi is in 
Z~M(Pi_l, aixi, p~). Hence, y = Yl "" Yn is in ~tM(qo , alZ 1 ... angn, Pn). By 
the definition ofFu,  we must have pn inF  1 . Hence, y is in M(alZ 1 ... anZn) C_ 
M(r(a~ ... an)) C M(z(L)).  So, _]~(z(L)) __C M(~-(L)), and M('r(L)) = .M_(r(L)). 
As constructed, 2~ is e-output limited, not e-output free, on a2~* -- {awe}. 
However, clearly we can change the construction to eliminate the transitions 
with e input and e output and thus produce a new a-transducer which is 
e-output free on azU~* -- {aw~}. 
As a corollary of the previous lemmas, we obtain the following theorem 
which will be used in Section 4 to exhibit a context-free language that is 
erasable but not m-erasable, and will be used in Section 5 in demonstrating 
some of the cases mentioned in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3. l. Let L 1 W L~. C Zj *, L 1 ¢ ~ ¢ L~, and a, b, c, d (~ Z x . 
For a language B, let f (B )  = Dn>A anBb% Let L ~ [Jn>~l (cL1)n(dL2) '~, and 
L'  = f (L )  = [.)m>~l Un>A a~(cL~)n(dL2)nb m. Then, 
(1) (A) J/](L) = , /X/(Lu(e))  V .//d(L(dL2)* ) V d/((cL~)*L) V 
d/((cL1)* L(dL2)*) 
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(B) J ] (L ' )  = dg(L'  u {e}) V dg(f(L(dL2)*)) V ,Al(f((cL~)*)) V 
rid(f ((eL1) * L(dL2)*)); 
(2) L is erasable; and 
(3) i f L  1 andL 2 are star closed, then L andL' are m-erasable. 
Proof. In statement (1), it should be obvious that the right-hand side of 
Eq. (A) is contained in the left-hand side, and similarly for (B); we must 
show the other inclusion. 
Let us consider -~(L)  first. Suppose M is an a-transducer operation on L. 
Let c~ EL  1 and/3 ~L~. By Lemma 3.2, we can assume that M is e-output free 
on words in c271" - -  {ca} and on words in dZ'l* - -  {d/3}. Thus the only erasing 
cycles to worry about arase blocks (c~) n or (d/3) ~. By Lemma 3.1, there is an 
integer N > 0 such that 
M(L) ~ ~(L) V ~(L((dL)N)*) V ~(((eL~)N)*L) V :Z(((cL~)N)* L((dL2)~)*. 
Now we must show that ((cL1)N)*L ~Jd((cL1)*L), and so on. I f  N = 1, 
we are done. Otherwise, notice that ((cL1)N)*L can be obtained from (cL1)*L 
by an e-output free a-transducer that simply checks that the number of 
c's is congruent o the number of d's mod N. A similar argument shows 
that L((dLffV) * is in ~/~(r(dL2)*  and that ((cL~)N)*L((dL2)N) * is in 
dA[((cL~)* L(dL2)* ). This establishes (1)A. 
We can obtain (1)B from (1)A and Corollary 1 of Lemma 3.1. Let M be 
an a-transducer acting on L'. By Corollary 1 of Lemma 3.1, we can assume 
that it is e-output limited on the a's and b's; we can also assume M to be 
/-bounded. Let S 1 =L ,  $2 =L(dL2)*, S~ : (cL~)*L, and S 4 : (cL1)*L(dL,~)*. 
By (1)A, the action of M on its "center," namely, subwords in L, can be 
imitated by e-output limited a-transducers acting on the S~. That is, for 
any states p and q of M, there are e-outputs limited a-transducers M~,q, i , 
1 ~< i ~ 4, such that hM(p, L, q) = U1<~<4 M~,q.~(S~). Thus, we can splice 
these a-transducers into M and express M(L') as Ul~<i~<a Mi(f(Si)),  where 
each M i is an e-output limited a-transducer operating as follows. First 2V/~ 
imitates M on the a's. Then while in a state p, it guesses that it is about to 
read a subword in L, ending in a state q. It turns on M~.q,i, acting on 
(cZ~*)+(d27~*) +. I f  M~,q,~ finishes in a final state, M i turns on 3/ / in  state q 
and allows it to compute on the b's, entering a final state if M does so. Observe 
that if x is in M(w), w in L', then there are n >~ 1, u eL,  x 1, x 2, xa, and 
p, q such that x = x~xex3, w = a"ub n, x~ c AM(qo , a ~, p), xz ~ AM(p, It, q), 
and x 3 ~ )~M(qO, ba, F) (where, of course, q0 is the initial state of M and F is 
the set of final states). Then x 2 ~ M~.q,i(u' ) for some i and some u' ~ S i ,  
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and so x is in Mi(anu'b ~) C_ Mi(f(Si)) .  Hence M(L') C U1<~<4 M,(f(S~)); a 
similar argument shows the reverse inclusion. Hence 
M(L') E V ~'(f(si) u {e}), 
which clearly establishes (1)B (since it doesn't matter whether we include 
{e} in one or all of the semi-AFLs on the right-hand side of (1)B). 
Now L 1 and L2 are in d4(I. ~) {e}), so each Si is in ~(L  u {e}). Hence 
~(L )  = ~ (~ d/2(L) C ~(Z  u {e}) so L is erasable. This establishes (2). 
Suppose L 1 and L~ are m-erasable and star closed. It remains to show that 
Si is in ~(L  u {~}) and f(S~) is in d / (L '  U {e}), 2 ~ i ~ 4. The arguments 
are similar, so we show that S a = (cL1)*L is in J~(L kJ {e}) and f(Sa) is 
in J/[(L' u {e}). Since ~(L~) = J£(Lt) = d/(L~ tJ {e}) = ~(cL~ u {e}), there 
is an e-output free a-transducer M such that M(cL1) = (cL~) +. Hence we 
can construct an e-output free a-transducer M which acts on L as follows. 
First it imitates 3~ until it reaches the second c; afterward it is the identity. 
Clearly (cL~)*L = M(L)~ .//d(L u {e}). Similarly, we can construct an e-out- 
put free a-transducer M'  which acts on L' by first behaving as the identity 
on the a's, then letting 2Lr act on the first subword in cZl* , and then, starting 
with the second c, behaving as the identity once more. Clearlyf((cL1)*L ) = 
M'(L')  e .////(L' u {e}). This completes the argument for (3). 
We notice that if L 1 is regular (and, in particular, if L 1 = {e}), then 
:(cL~)*L ~ d//(L) and (eLi)* L(dL2)* e ,////(L(dL~)*). Thus we have the follow- 
ing corollary, which is what we shall use in the next two sections. 
COROLLARY. I f  L~ is regular, then J~(L) = d / (L  u {e}) V ~(L(dL2)* ) and 
._W(L') = df(L '  u {e}) V Jd(f(L(dL2)*)). 
4 In this section we show that languages of certain forms are not 
erasable. The languages we use in this section and the next one are obtained 
by marked substitutions into certain bounded languages. ~ For convenience, 
we name them there: 
A -~ {c'~dnln >~ 1}, 
B -~ {cndmln >~ m >~ l}, 
C = U anAb~ = {ancmd~b~] n, m >/ 1}, and 
n/>l 
D ~- U a~Bb~ = {a~c~dkb~ln >~ 1, m /> k >/ 1}. 
n>~l 
A language L is bounded i fL  _C wl* "'" wn* for words wl  , . . . ,  wn  • 
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We shall assume that we are dealing with a language L 1 C 271" , where Z' 1 is 
some vocabulary that does not contain a, b, c, or d. We define a marked 
substitution rL,(a ) : a, rz,(b) = b, rL~(C ) = C, and rL,(d) : dL1, and a corre- 
sponding binary operation a(L, L.) : rL,(L ). 
Our final result will be that if L I is not star closed, then 
a(A, L1) = 
is not linearly m-erasable; 
~,(B, L~) = 
is not m-erasable; 
,~(C, L1) 
U e%dLd ~ 
m~>l 
U #*c~(dgl) m 
m>~l 
= U aria(A,L1) bn = U U ancm(dL1) ~b~ 
n~l  n~l  m~l  
is not linearly erasable; and 
~(D, L1) : U ancr( B, L1) b~ = U U a~c*cm(dL1) ~ b~ 
is not erasable. This allows us to establish all our cases with the same argu- 
ments. 
Intuitively, ~(A, L~) is not m-erasable because in order to obtain (dL~)* we 
must either erase off the c's, or else add to cdL 1 an arbitrary number of occur- 
rences of words in dL 1 . The former requires at least linear erasing; the latter 
can not be done by an a-transducer if f ' l  is not star closed. Now we must 
formalize this argument. 
We want to argue that an a-transducer operating on, say C produces a 
regular set while acting on the initial section in a'c*. To do so we need the 
following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R C T* and let r be a substitution on T*. Let M be an 
a-transducer. Then R = {w e R ] M(r(w)) ~ ~} is in dZ(R). In particular, if 
R is regular, then R is regular. 
Proof. We can assume that M = (/£1,271, A, H, %,  F)  is 1-bounded. 
Let f be a new state. Let H = {(%, e, e, f )  ] e eL  and M(e) =/= ~} u 
{(p, a, a, q) ~, p, q e K1, AM(p, r(a), q) -# ~,  a e T}, and let M = (K 1 u {f}, 
T, T, H, %,  F t0 {f}). The proof that /~ = 37r(R) is straightforward and is 
left to the reader. 
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The next lemma is basic to establishing our results for a(d,  L1) and 
a(C, L1). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L~ C_ ZI+ , a, b, c, d ~ X1,  L I ~ 2~. Let L = a(C, L1). I f  
(dL1)+ is in ~(L  L) {e}), then L 1 is star closed. 
Proof. We use the following proof strategy. We observe that if 
L 2 = (dL1) + -=- M(L  kJ {e}), then M produces a regular set when running on 
a'c* ,  so that if M can produce all of dLld while reading a'c*,  then L 1 is 
regular and hence star closed. I f  L 1 is not regular, then for some word w in 
L 1 , M can not produce all of dwd until it starts reading the first d. Thus 
while producing a word in dw(dL1)* , M outputs only a subword of dwd while 
reading a'c* .  I f  M is e-output free, then there is some h such that M can 
read at most h symbols of a 'c*  while writing dwd. Thus all of (dL1)* must 
be produced from (dL1) k which is impossible unless L 1 is star closed. 
Now for the details. Suppose M = (K1, Z' 1 td {a, b, c, d}, 2J 1 L) {d}, H, q0, F) 
is an e-output free a-transducer such that L 2 = M(L  u {e}). If Lj is regular 
it is star closed. Assume that L 1 is not regular. For each q in K1, let 
Rq = {a~c ~ ] n, m >/ 1, AM(q, (dL1) ~b~, F) =/= ~ }. Since the regular sets are 
closed under homomorphism and reversal, Rq is regular by Lemma 4.1 
(taking R = d+b +, 7(d) ~ dL~ and ~-(b) ~ {b}). Let 
L 3 = {dw ] w ~ ZI+ , ~q, y, dwdy ~ hM(qo, R~, q)} 
= U [(AM(qo, Ro, q)/d(X~ u {d})*) nd&+]. 
q 
Since regular languages are closed under quotient, L~ is regular. 7
If  dx is in L~, then x ~271+ , and for some q ~K1,  integers n, m, and 
string y, dxdy is in AM(q0, anc m, q) and AM(q, (dL1) ~ b% F):/= 2~, so dxdyz 
is in M(L  t.) {e}) for some z. Hence dx is in dL 1 and thus L~ C dL 1 . Since 
L 1 is not regular, there is a w in L 1 such that dw is not in L 3 . 
Now dw(dL1)* C M(L  u {e}), so for each y in (dL~)*, there are q in K~, 
u, v, x, z in (Z' 1 u {d, b})*, and integers n, m, such that ancmxz is in L, 
dwy = duvy, du is in AM(q0, a~c'*x, q) and vy is in AM(q, z ,F ) .  Let 
N = max{] ~ I + 1 ] 3(p, ~,/3, p') ~ H}, and k = ] dw ] N .  Since M is e-out- 
put free, h >/ N I du l ~ ] a~c~x ] = n + m + ] x [ >/ n -l- m. Thus dwy is 
in I.Jn+~_<<k M(a~c~(dLl)*~b '~ u {e}). 
For languages S and T, the right quotient of S by T is SIT = {w I 3y ~ T, wy ~ S} 
and the left quotient is T~S = {w I 3y ~ T, yw ~ S}. 
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Observe that the integer k above depends on w but not on y. Also, for 
n q- m ~< k, clearly a~c'~(dL~) "~b ~ is in dd((dL~)~). Hence 
dw(dL~)* = [ Q) ~I(a'c'~(dL~) ~ b ~ ~ {e})] n dw(dX,~)* ~ o~((dL~) ~) 
n+m~tc 
and so (dL1)* E ~((dL1)k) .  
Thus Y((dL~) k) =~(L~)- - J2( (dL~)*)C~/ /~((dL~)  ~) so (dL~) ~ is star 
closed. I f  L 1 is not star closed, then J~((dL1) k) is not closed under concaten- 
ation by Corollary 1 to Lemma 4.4 of Greibach (1972b), and so (dL~) k is not 
star closed. Hence L 1 is star closed. 
A similar argument produces the desired result for a(D, L1). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let L 1 C_ ZI+ , a, b, c, d ~ Z~, L 1 4: ;5. Let L -- or(D, L1). I f  
(dL1)+ is in d[l in(L k9 {e}), then L 1 is star closed. 
Proof. I f  we check through the proof of Lemma 4.2, we notice that we 
used only the fact that the a-transducer was e-output free on a'c* .  Thus, if 
(dL1) + = M(cr(C, L1) U {e}) and M is an a-transducer e-output free on a'c*,  
then L I is star closed. 
Suppose (dL1)+ = MI (L  u {e}) and M 1 is linear bounded on L. By Corol- 
lary 1 to Lemma 3.1, we can assume that M 1 is e-output free on the a's. We 
claim that if AMl(qo , u, q) ~ ~ , AMI(q , V, F) =/: ~ , then e is not in AMI(q , c ~, q) 
for any k >/ 1 such that uckv is in L. For if uckv is in L, then ucknv is in L 
for all n>/1 .  Let x 1 be in AM~(qo,u,q) and x 2 be in AM(q,v,F) .  I f  
e ~ AMI(q, c ~, q), then xlx 2 ~ Ml(uc~kv) for all n >~ 1. Thus for any m, there 
is an n ~> 1 such that xlx 2 ~ Ml(uc~kv), and ] uc~v ] >~ n > m [ xlx ~ 1. Hence 
M 1 is not linear bounded on L. So M 1 can not have any usable erasing cycles 
on the c's and we can assume that M~ is e-output free on a'c*.  
We can construct an e-output free a-transducer M s which acts on a(C, L1) 
by turning the first c into c + and behaving as the identity elsewhere. So 
L = M2(a(C , L1) ). Then we can certainly compose M 2 and M 1 to produce 
an a-transducer M such that M(a(C,  L1) w {e}) = M1(M2(a(C , L1) ) v {e}) = 
(dLj) + and M is e-output free on a'c*.  Hence L 1 is star closed. 
Lemma 4.2 shows that i fL j  is not star closed, then a(C, L~) is not linearly 
m-erasable, because aa(A, L~)b is in ~(a(C ,  L~)) and (dL1)+ is certainly in 
~' l in(aa(A,  L1)b ). To show that a(C, L1) is not linearly erasable, we need a 
lemma which allows us to turn the question of erasability into one of 
m-erasability. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let L '  C Zz+ , a, b 6 ZI  , L '  ~ ~.  Let  L = U~>A anL'b% I f  
is a semi-AFL containing {e} such that L a ~ a ~,  then L ~ ~.  
Proof. I f  L ~ ~ (~ ~qo, then L = r(R) for some regular set R C T* and 
some substitution r with r(c) ~ ~ for c ~ T. We can assume that for each 
c E T, T(c) =# 2~, e ¢ T(c), and R n T*cT*  ~ 2~. 
Since R is regular, there are regular sets A 1 ,..., A t ,  B1 ,..., B~ such that 
* B R = Ui=l Ai i and if uv ~ R, then for some i, u ~ Ai and v ~ B i (Ginsburg 
and Rose, 1966). Let h z be the homomorphism hz(a ) = hl(b ) = a and 
hl(c )=e for c~271 . Let m= 1 +max{n[3 i ,  either hz(~-(Ai) ) ~-{a s} or 
hl(.r(Bi) ) ~- {an)). 
Consider a word w~anzb n for z in L' and n />m.  Either w is in 
T (RnT)~,  or w~'r(uv) ,  uv~R,  u~e~v.  For some i ,u~Ai  and 
v E B i . A case analysis of possible factorizations of w into two parts 
shows that either #, (u )  = 1 (if ,(v) contributes ome a's), or #z(v)  ---- 1 
(if T(u) contributes ome b's) or h~('r(u)) = h~('r(v)) ~ {a ~} = hl(T(A~) ) = 
hl(r(Bi) ) (if only ,(u) contributes a's and only r(v) contributes b's). s Since 
n ~ m, the third case is impossible. Hence, if we let S ~- {c ~ T { #~-(c) va 1), 
and R' ~ R-  T 'ST*ST* ,  then uv ~ R'. Since R' is regular, there are a 
finite number of regular sets R 1, RI',..., Rs ,  R~', such that R'= 
8 f ! 
0i=1RiciRi t.3 (R ~ (T  - -  S)*), R i k3 R i C_ (T  - -  S)*, and S z {Q .... , c~). 
8 
Let L" = U,=a ",'(Ri) ~-(c,) ~'(Ri') u ~-(R n T)  u ~-(R n (T  - -  S)*). Since r is 
a regular substitution on (T - -  S)*, L" is in ~ [6]. The previous argument 
" C L" shows that a~L'b ~ C_ L" for n >/m; clearly L _ L. Hence L = U .  <,n a ~L'b% 
Now a~L'b ~ = L" n (a~271+b ~) ~ ~q~, and L' a/ /{(a~L'b ~ u {e}) C ~,  so 
Le~.  
Now we can list our four results, using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 to establish 
the results for ~(A, L1) and c~(B, L~) and then using Lemma 4.4 to apply these 
results to a(C, L1) and a(D, La). 
For ease of comprehension, we repeat the definitions of our languages: 
a(A, nl)  = U cm(aL1) m, 
m~>l 
,,(B, LO = ~*,,(~, ro  = 0 c*c%dLO ~, 
m>~ l 
a(C, L~) = ~ a'~a(A, La) b ~ 
n>~l  
-~ U U anc~(dL~) ~ b~, 
n>~l  m>~l  
s For  a f inite set ./1, #A is the number  o f  e lements  in  A .  
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THEOREM 4.1 .  
closed, then 
a(D, L 0 = ~) a~a(B, nl) b n 
n) l  
Let L 1C Zl+, a, b, c, d ¢ 21, t l @- ~. I f  L 1 is not star 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof. 
a(A, L 0 is not linearly m-erasable; 
~d(a(B, L1) ) 5 6 d/Zlin(a(B, L0); 
a(C, L 0 is not linearly erasable; and 
g(a(D, L1) ) 56 fflin(a(D, LO). 
Clearly (dLO+ is in ~lin(cr(A, L1) ) and a(A, L1) e df(a(C, L1) ). 
I f  a(-//, L1) is linearly m-erasable, then (dL1)+ ~ dd(a(A, L1) [J {e}) _~ 
J4'(a(C, L 0 k) {e}). Thus L 1 is star closed by Lemma 4.2. Hence, a(A, L1) is 
not linearly m-erasable. 
Similarly, (dL1)+ is in J2(a(B, L1) ) and a(B, La)edf(a(D, L1)), so if 
.~(cr(B, L1) ) ~ j~lin(a(B, L~)), then (dLO+ e ./~lin(cr(B, L1) ) • ~///{lin(a(D, L1)), 
so Lemma 4.3 yields the same contradiction. This establishes (2). 
Let L = ~)~>~1 a~(dLO + b~. Clearly L is in o~lin(a(C, L0). If  a(C, L 0 is 
linearly erasable, then L is in Y(a(C, El) k3 {e}) = ~ ~ #/f(a(C, L1) t) {e}), 
so by Lemma 4.4, L is in J/d(a(C, L 0 k3 {e}). But obviously (dL1)+ is in 
._//{(L k3 {e}), so Lemma 4.2 yields the same contradiction. This establishes (3). 
For (4), we follow the argument above, using Lemma 4.3 to show that 
(dL1)+ and hence L cannot be in JZlin(a(D, L1)), and so by Lemma 4.4, 
L cannot be in Jnn(a(D,  L0) = ~ a/dlin(a(D, L1) ) although L is certainly 
in ff(a(D, L1) ). 
Combining Theorem 3.1 and part (1) of Theorem 4.1 yields the following 
.corollary. 
COROLLARY. I f  L 1 is m-erasable but not star closed, then a(A, L 0 is erasable 
but not m-erasable. 
Now, the language .//is an m-erasable context-free language (as shown by 
the corollary to Lemma 3.1); it is linear context-free but not regular and so 
not star closed. Hence, if we let L 1 be some renaming of A, then a(A, L1) 
is a context-free language that is erasable but not m-erasable2 
9 If L _C Z'l* , 271 n T = ~, and h is a one-one length preserving homomorphism 
from 27~* onto T*, then h(L) is a renaming of L. 
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COROLLARY. There are context-free languages that are erasable but not 
m-erasable. 
Notice that C is m-erasable by Theorem 3.1 (3), but ifL 1 is a renaming of 
A, then or(C, L~) is not erasable, although it is obtained from C by the marked 
substitution of m-erasable context free languages. 
COROLLARY. The family of erasable context-free languages is not closed 
under marked substitution by m-erasable context-free languages. 
5. Now we are ready to establish all the four cases mentioned in 
Section 2 for context-free languages. As mentioned before, the language A of 
Section 4 is m-erasable and so certainly ~'(A U {e})= ~l in (A)= g(A) .  
We use Theorem 4.1 to state the other three cases in three separate theorems, 
observing in each case that there are specific context-free languages atis- 
fying the given conditions. 
First we show that if L 1 is m-erasable but not star closed, then 
~(4C,  L 0 U {e}) # ~in(~(C,  L1) ) = g(4C,  rO). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L 1 C_ ZI+, L 1 va Z,  a. b. c. d ~ Z 1 . Let L = or(C, L1). 
I f  L 1 is m-erasable and not star closed, then 
~(Z v {e}) # J~-(L)  -- ~(L). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1(3), L is not linearly erasable, so Y(L  w {e}) # 
~-lin(L). To show that ~mn(L) = g(L) ,  we need the corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
According to that result, ~(L )  ~J{(Lkg{e})Vo/~(L'),  where L '=  
U~>I a"a(A, L1)(dL1)* b ~. 
Clearly L' can be obtained from L by an a-transducer linearly bounded 
on L which erases an arbitrary number of c's, so L 'a  ~{lin(L). Hence 
J~(L) _C , .#d l in (L ) ,  and so ~(L )  = ~lin(L) as claimed. 
COROLLARY.  There is a context-free language L such that Y(L  u {e}) 
If  we choose for L1 a renaming of the language A, then it can be shown 
that L = e(C, L1) is pda-characteristic. Any language in ~-(L u {e}) can be 
recognized by a quasirealtime pushdown store automaton restricted to 
behave as follows. (l) First it writes down A's on its store (corresponding to
counting a~). (2) Then it writes down C's on its store (counting cm). (3) For 
each C on its store, it is allowed to perform, once and only once, the following 
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sequence of actions: erase the C, write some B's on the store, then erase all 
the B's (corresponding to reading one word in dL1). (4) When the C's have all 
been erased, read and erase the A's (counting off bn). (5) When the store is 
completely empty, the machine can return to phase (1); otherwise it must 
halt. Let ~ be the family of all pda's restricted in this fashion. Then 
~-(L ~ {e}) = ~o~(~) and ~(L )  = ~c#(~), the family of all languages defin- 
able by machines in ~ (Greibach, 1971). 
I f  an acceptor M in ~ is to recognize L' = Un>l a•(dL1) + bn, it must first 
record the a's by writing them down as A's, in order to later count off the 
b's. Then it can only write down C's. Furthermore, to read a word in 
(dL1) ~ it will have to repeat step (3) m times, and so it must write 
down m C's. But m can grow without limit and if the C's are written down 
while a long word in (dL1) is read, the machine either must forget m or else 
cannot recognize the word in dL 1 . Hence the machine must guess how large 
m is and write down C ~ without advancing the input tape, that is, using 
e-rules. So L' is in £,z(~) __ 5¢~(~). 
Note further that a deterministic member of ~ could not use more than 
some fixed number of e-rules in a row while writing C's. Thus it can be 
shown that L'  is not the nonerasing homomorphic mage of a ~-deterministie 
language although it is, of course, the homomorphic image of L which is 
~-deterministic. 
So we see that ~ is an example of a family of restricted pushdown store 
automata which is not equivalent to its quasirealtime subfamily. This argument 
is, of course, highly informal, and it would be rather messy to formalize it. 
Instead, we have given a formal proof of the algebraic statement that 
~-(F k_) {e}) :/= ~(L) .  
Now we show that a linearly erasable context-free language need not be 
erasable. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let L 1 C Zl+ , L 1 C= ~,  a, b, c, d ~ Z 1 . Let L = a(D, L O. 
I l L  1 is m-erasable but not star closed, then 
~-(L u (e}) = y in(L)  ~ ~(Z). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, ~,~nn(L) =/= ~,~(L). 
Let M be an a-transducer linearly bounded on L. By Corollary 1 to 
Lemma 3.1, we can assume that M is e-output limited on the a's and b's. 
By Lemma 3.2, we can assume that there is an a eL  1 such that M is e-output 
free on d271*- {d@. Furthermore, the argument used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3 shows that since M is linearly bounded on L we can assume that 
M is e-output limited on the c's. Hence the only way M can fail to be e-out- 
643/zz/5-5 
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put limited on L is for there to be a state q such that e ~ ,~(q, (dcx) +, q). 
Let M '  be an a-transducer that imitates all and only paths of M containing 
no erasing cycle of the form e ~ AM(q, (d~) ~, q). Clearly M '  is e-output limited, 
and M'(L) C_ M(L). Notice that in L, the only constraint on the number of 
d's is that there are no more d's than c's. Thus we can clip out a subword 
(d~) ~" from a word in L and still have a word in L. Hence if M has a path 
on a word in L with erasing cycles, by omitting those erasing cycles we 
get the same output for a different input from L. So M(L) C_ M'(L). Hence 
M(L) -~ M'(L) e. ,g(L u {e}). Thus, we see that the form of L ensures that 
a linearly bounded a-transducer acting on L is no more powerful than an 
e-output limited one. So dCqin(L) C dg(L k) {e}) _C ~-(L u {e}), and o~nin(L) = 
~0 ~ "/~in(L) _C ~(L  U {e}). Hence ~(L  t3 {e}) = o~lin(L) 4: ~(L). 
COROLLARY. There is a context-free language L such that ~(L  tA {e}) = 
~n(L)  ~ ~¢(L). 
In order to establish the last case, • (L  u {e)) ~ JHn(L)  :~ ~(L) ,  without 
repeating all our proofs twice, we give two further lemmas. The first is 
almost a direct corollary of the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L 1 C_ ZI+ , L 2 C_ Xl+ , a, b, c, d ~ X1, L 1 4: ~ ~ L 2 • I f  
(dL2) + is in ~(a(C,  L1)), then (dL2) + E o@(L1). 
Proof. The intuitive notion is that C is a linear context-free language and 
hence, i fL  2 is not regular, d//~(C) can not contain (dL2)+. Thus, the only way, 
(dL~) + can be produced from a(C, L~) by an a-transducer is for the subwords 
in (dL1)+ to do all the work. The formal argument starts with the fact that 
subwords in a'c* can not contribute anything useful. 
I f  L~ is regular, then (dL2) + belongs to any full semi-AFL. Suppose L 2 
is not regular and (dL2)+ = M(a(C, L1) ) for some 1-bounded a-transducer 
M with initial state q0 and set of final states F. Following the argument in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2 we observe that for each y in (dL2)+ , there is a state 
q, u ~ a+c +, and v ~ (dL1)+b+ such that uv ~ a(C, L1) , AM(q0 , u, q 4: ~,  and 
y is a terminal subword of a member of AM(q, v, F) (i.e., xy ~ AM( q, v, F) for 
some x).  
For each state q, let S a = {ubn ] u E (d~'l+) m, AM(qo, anc m, q )4 :  Z}.  By 
Lemma 4.1, Sq is regular, since ~ is closed under reversal and substitution. 
Let 
L~ = U [(zi u {d})+\h~(q, S~ n (aL~)+ b+, F)] n (aXe+)+. 
q 
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Since a full AFL  is closed under quotient by regular sets and a-transducer 
mappings (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969), L a is in g(L1). The argument 
above shows that for each y in (dL~) +, there is a state q such that y is a 
terminal subword of some member of ).~(q, Sq ca (dL1) + b+, F). Hence 
(dLe)+ C_ La. On the other hand, if y is in L~, then y ~ (dNl+) +, and there is 
a state q, integers n, m, words v ~ (dL1) m b ~ (h S~, and z ~ (Nt u {d}) +, such 
that zy ~ AM(q, v, F). By definition of S~, there is a string x in )~(qo, a~c'~, q). 
Then a~cmv is in a(C, L~), and xzy is in M(a~c~v)C_ M(cr(C, L~))C (dL~)+, 
so y is in (dL~) +. Thus (dL~) + = L~ ~ Y(L~). 
The next lemma is really a variant of a result in Greibach (1972b); the 
main difference is that we wish £¢~ to be a semi-AFL, not necessarily a full 
semi-AFL. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let ~q~l be a semi-AFL containing {e} and let ~2 be a full 
semi-AFL. Let L C XI+ , d ~ X 1 , L =/= ~.  I f  (dL) + ~ ~1 V ~ , then either 
(dL) + ~ ~ or (dL) + ~ ~ . 
Proof. Suppose (dL) + =L  i wL  2 , Li E ~qo, and ie{ l ,  2}. I f  there is a u 
in (dL) + such that u(dL)* C L I ,  then (dL) + = (u\Li)(h (d~+) + and hence 
(dL) + ~ ~'¢1 because an e-output limited a-transducer can erase a fixed string 
u. Otherwise, for each u in (dL) +, there is a v in (dL)* such that uv is not in 
L 1 ; then uv is in L2. In this case, (dL) + = (L2/(dZI+)*) n (d2~+)+ ~d¢~. 
It is an open question whether Lemma 5.2 can be extended to the case 
where ~ is not a full semi-AFL; certainly the present method would not 
work .  
THEOREM 5.3. LetL 1 C_ ZI+,L 2 C_ X2+ , Z 1 n Z 2 = ~,  a, b, c, d ~ Z 1 W 22, 
and L~ :/: ;g @ L 2 . Let L ~- ~(C, L~) and L' = ~(D, L2). I f  L~ ~ J~(Lz) and 
L 26g(L~) ,  and LI and L 2 are not star closed, then ~(L  w L 'w  {e}):# 
o~lin(L W L') @ -Y(L k) L'). 
Proof. Since the vocabularies of L 1 and L 2 are disjoint, L and L' are in 
• (L  u L'). First assume that J ( L  w L' u {e}) = ~-lin(L U L'). Then 
U~>~I a•(dL1) + b~ is in 
~lin(L) _C ~-;in(L W L') = ~(L  w L' w {e}) = ~ a J¢Z(L td L'  w {e}). 
Thus by Lemma 4.4, U~>~I a~(dL1) +b~ is in Jd(L u L'~d {e}) and hence 
(dL1)+ is in Jd(L kd L' U {e}) _C J/d(L U {e}) V d](L').  By Lemma 5.2, either 
(dL1)+ is in JZ(L u {e}) or (dL1)+ is in JA~(L'). The first is impossible by 
Lemma 4.2. In the second case, since L' c J](a(C, L~)), (dL1)+ is in ~(L2) 
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by Lemma 5.1, which is impossible since L 1 ~ ~(L2). Hence o~(L t_) L' t3 
{e}) :/: ~-'in(L W L'). 
Now suppose that ~lin(L w L') ~ ~(L  L3L'). The same arguments as 
above show that Un>~l a~(dL2) + b~ e ~(L ' )  _C ~(L  u L') = o~-lin(L W L') and 
hence (dLz) + ~ Jdlin(L U L') G ddd(L) V ddlin(L'). By Lemma 5.2, either 
(dL~)+ is in d/d(L) or (dL2)+ ~ J/lin(L'). The second case is impossible by 
Lemma 4.3. In the first case, by Lemma 5.1, (dL2) + is in o~(L1) and so 
L 2 ff o~(Ll) , contrary to hypothesis. 
If L1 is the Dyck set on one letter and L 2 is the mirror image language on 
two letters with center letter, then neither is star closed (Boasson, 1971; 
Greibach, 1972b) and ~(L1) , the family of one counter languages, and 
~(L2) , the least full AFL containing the linear context-free languages, are 
incomparable (Greibach, 1969b). Hence if we use suitable vocabularies, 
a(C, L1)u a(D, L2) is a context-free language with the desired properties. 
COROLLARY. There is a context-free language such that 
o,~(L U {e)) ::~ o,~nn(L) :# ~(L).  
6. We conclude by showing that, as one would expect, most of the 
questions one would ask about erasability are undecidable. The proofs 
follow the standard pattern. The only point to notice is that the languages 
studied in Sections 4 and 5 are all powerful enough to produce 
A ~ {a~b n l n ~ 1} by e-output free a-transducer mappings. 
First we give a metatheorem in the spirit of (Greibach, 1968), and then 
list a few of its more interesting implications. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let ~ be a family of languages containing J [ (A)  and 
effectively closed under concatenation with regular sets and under union. 1° I f  P 
and Q are any properties of semi-AFLs such that 
(1) P and Q are true of ~ o andS,  and 
(2) there is an L o ~ ~ such that Q is true of Wt'(Lo) , P is untrue of J[(Lo) 
and A ~ Jg(L0), 
then it is undecidable for L E ~ whether Jg(L) has P, even if  J [ (L)  is known to 
have Q. 
Proof. Unfortunately, the proof varies slightly, depending on whether or 
not L 0 contains the empty string. 
10 See Greibach (1968) for the definition of "effectively closed" and related concepts. 
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It was shown in (Greibach, 1969b) that "L 1 = Xl*" is undecidable for 
o&(A). That proof can be strengthened somewhat to show that "L 1 = ZI*" 
is undecidable for members of ~(A  to {e}) containing e and that "L 1 = Z'I+" 
is undecidable for members of ~/~(d) not containing e. 
First, assume that e g}L o . Le tL  o C Zo+. LetL  1 C ZI+ be in J l (d ) .  Let c be 
a new symbol. Let L =LocZ1 + to Zo+cL 1 . Then L is in ~Cf. Since 
L 1 c tiC(A) C///(L0) , L is in Jf(Lo). If L 1 = Zl+, then L = Zo+£~l+ ~,  SO 
P and Q are true of ~(L ) .  I f  we271+- -L  i , then L o=L/{cw} is in 
~' (L)  (to say that L/{cw} is in ~(L ) ,  we use the fact that e is not in L o 
(Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969)). Hence P is untrue of J / (L)  = dd(Lo) , and 
is true of J//(L). Thus ~ is always true of J / (L)  and P is true of d/(L) 
if and only if L 1 : 271+. Since "L 1 :-271+" is undecidable for dC(.d), it is 
undecidable for L eog awhether J r (L)  has P, even if #f(L) is known to have Q. 
I f  e is inL 0 , the argument is similar, except hat we letL o C 270* , L 1 _C 271" , 
and L =LocZ l*  t_) Zo*cL 1 v) {e}. Then {e} is in J/(Lo) and dE(L). In this 
case, ~ is always true of d/(L), and P is true of Jd(L) if and only i l l  1 = Zl* 
I f  we wish to apply Theorem 6.1 to show erasability undecidable for 
context-free languages, we let ~<¢ be the family of context-free languages, 
L o = a(C, L1) for L 1 linear context-free but not regular (as discussed in the 
previous two sections), and let ~ be any property always true for semi-AFLs; 
we let P hold for a semi-AFL ~ if and only if ~,w(o~-c~ to {{e}}) = ~(¢g, l). 
Then A ~ ~(L0),  and L is erasable if and only if P holds for ~(L ) .  As 
another example, to show that it is undecidable whether an erasable context- 
free language is m-erasable, we let L 0 = a(A, L1) for L 1 linear context-free 
but not regular, we let Q hold for ~q if and only if ~(~ to {{e}}) = ~(~C~1) 
and P hold if and only if J / / (~  to {{e}}) = d/2(cL,#,). 
We list a few of the many corollaries of Theorem 6.1 in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. (1) It is undecidable if a context-free language is: m-eras- 
able, erasable, linearly erasable, linearly m-erasable; 
(2) It is undecidable if an erasable context-free language is m-erasable, 
or if a linearly erasable context-free language is erasable or linearly m-erasable. 
A stronger condition than erasability is uniform erasability. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A language L is uniformly erasable (uniformly m-erasable) 
if whenever ~(L ' )  = ~(L)( J¢(L ' )  = d2(L)), then L' is erasable (m-erasable). 
Any regular language is clearly uniformly erasable and uniformly m-eras- 
able. Theorem 4.1 and the corollary to Theorem 3.1 allow us to exhibit 
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context-free languages that are m-erasable but not uniformly m-erasable, 
and erasable but not uniformly erasable. Let L 1 be a context-free language 
that is m-erasable but not star closed and uses a vocabulary not containing 
a, b, c, or d. By Theorem 4.1, a(A, LI) is not m-erasable, and a(C, L1) is not 
erasable. Let d 1 be a new symbol. Let L = a(A, L1) u dj a(A, L1)(dLI)* and 
L' ---- Un>~l anZbn = ~r(C, L1) u (Un~l and1 or(A, L1)(dZl)* bn). 
The corollary to Theorem 3.1 implies that dt'(L u {e}) ~- J£(a(A,/ ,1)  and 
dg(L'  u {e}) • J{(cr(C,/,1)); hence J/~(L) ~- ~( r  w {e}) ---- ~(~(A , / ,1 )  ) and 
~(L ' )  ~- ~ ' (L '  t3 {e}) ~- ~(a(C,  Lz)). Thus L is certainly m-erasable but 
cannot be uniformly m-erasable, and L'  is erasable (and in fact m-erasable) 
but not uniformly erasable. Clearly A ~ ~(o(A,/;1)) _C Jg(L) _C.g(L'). We 
can therefore apply Theorem 6.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 6.3. It  is undecidable whether an m-erasable context-free language 
is uniformly m-erasable; it is undecidable whether an erasable context-free lan- 
guage is uniformly erasable. 
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